


 
 

December 14, 2012 

Ms. Erin M. Schaefer 
Corder Family Emeryville Properties, LP 
2156 Corte Dorado Espuela 
Alpine, CA 91901 

Subject: Environmental Compliance Review and Risk of Contamination Assessment,                                        
1475 67th Street, Emeryville, California  

Dear Ms. Schaefer: 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

Stellar Environmental Solutions, Inc. (Stellar Environmental) is providing this review of the 
current environmental compliance status for Metalco at 1475 67th Street in Emeryville, 
California.  We understand that Metalco is a tenant at the property owned by the Corder Family 
Emeryville Properties, LP.  The purpose of the regulatory compliance review is to ensure all 
permit conditions are currently being met, and that process operations at the Metalco anodizing 
facility comply with the permitted framework.  To evaluate the regulatory compliance, file 
reviews were conducted with the appropriate regulatory agencies including the Alameda County 
Department of Environmental Health (ACDEH), the Bay Area Air Quality Management District 
(BAAQMD), the California Department of Toxic Substance Control (DTSC), and the East Bay 
Municipal Utilities District (EBMUD).  In addition, a second objective beyond ascertaining if the 
Metalco operations have been in compliance with applicable regulations, is to more generally 
evaluate the closure issues in the event they leave and the risk of the operations to cause 
environmental contamination, based on indications of “housekeeping” and the type and volume 
of chemicals used.  A site inspection was conducted to evaluate the process operations and to 
ascertain the current conditions at the site.  Figure 1 shows the site location.   

Appendix A contains copies of Metalco hazardous materials inventories, permits and inspection 
reports, Appendix B contains the 2012 Metalco Hazardous Materials Business Plan (HMBP) and 
Appendix C contains a Closure Plan prepared by Metalco as required by the DTSC. Appendix D 
contains photodocumentation of the site inspection and a facility layout diagram. 
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FACILITY DESCRIPTION 

The Metalco anodizing shop is located on the south side of 67th Street, about 250 feet west of 
Hollis Street in the City of Emeryville, Alameda County, California. The property is in a light 
industrial area on the Emeryville/Berkeley border. The site contains a 6,000 square foot building 
constructed circa 1940 referred to as the “Racking Room”, and an attached 8,200 square foot 
building constructed about 1946 which is where the anodizing process takes place and where 
acids and caustics used in the anodizing process  are stored.  Metalco has been operating on the 
site since 1946.  Mr. Russ Gates, owner of the business, has been associated with Metalco since 
1990.  

Anodizing is an electrochemical process that converts a metal surface into a corrosion-resistant, 
anodic oxide finish and is basically an accelerated, controlled oxidation process.  Metalco 
anodizes aluminum parts such as window frames and other building parts, and has capacity for 
large components such as sailboat masts.  Anodizing is accomplished by immersing the 
aluminum part into a caustic sodium hydroxide solution for surface etching, then into a 15% 
sulfuric acid electrolyte bath while passing a DC electric current through the medium.  A copper 
bar cathode is mounted to the anodizing tank and the aluminum acts as the anode so that oxygen 
ions are released from the electrolyte to combine with the aluminum atoms at the surface of the 
part being anodized.  Anodized parts are then rinsed (neutralized) and then prepared for shipping. 

The chemical waste stream generated by the anodizing process at Metalco consists of aluminum 
laden acid that is processed periodically through an ion-exchanger which precipitates the 
aluminum into a concentrated liquid which is then pumped to a holding tank.  This low (acidic) 
pH liquid is then then neutralized by adding an appropriate volume of caustic solution into the 
holding tank.  The resulting aluminum laden liquids are then discharged under EBMUD permit 
No. 07390021 to the sanitary sewer.  Each November Metalco is required to submit a sample of 
the waste liquid being discharged for metals analysis.  

PERMITS AND CONDITIONS 

Metalco maintains several permits and must perform periodic tasks to remain in compliance with 
regulatory agencies.  Table 1 on the following page is a list of the permit type, permit number, 
the associated regulatory agency, the expiration date, last date of inspection, and permit 
conditions, if any. 
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Table 1 
Summary of Permit Requirements 

Metalco, 1475 67th Street Emeryville, California 

PERMIT TYPE/ 
REQUIREMENT 

 

PERMIT 
NUMBER 

REGULATORY 
AGENCY 

EXPIRATION 
DATE/FREQUENCY 

REQURED 

LAST 
INSPECTION 

DATE 

CONDITIONS 

Discharge Permit 

(Appendix A) 

07390021 East Bay Municipal 
Utilities District 

10/25/2014 10/252011 Inspections are 
random, bi-

annually 

Total Toxic 
Organics 

Compliance Report 

(Appendix A) 

07390021 East Bay Municipal 
Utilities District 

Each November November 2012 Must submit 
samples to 

laboratory for 
metals  analysis 

Conditionally 
Authorized Permit 
for ion-exchanger 
and treatment tank 

(Appendix A) 

CAL00100455 California 
Environmental 

Protection Agency 

Forms to be completed 
annually 

No inspection 
required by EPA.  
Ion exchanger is 

inspected by 
ACDEH 

pH of discharge 
to sanitary 

sewer must be 
in range of 2.0 

and 12.5 

Hazardous Materials 
Business Plan 

(Appendix B) 

Not applicable Alameda County 
Department of 
Environmental 

Health 

7/2/2012 HMPB is current Must be 
updated yearly 

Business ID and 
Hazardous Materials 

Inventory 

(Appendix A) 

CAL000100455 Alameda County 
Department of 
Environmental 

Health 

7/7/2013 7/7/2012 None 

Inspection 
Report/Tiered 

Permit Inspection 
Checklist 

Not Applicable Alameda County 
Department of 
Environmental 

Health 

Annual 12/28/2011 Comply with 
Correction 

Orders. (none 
noted 2011) 

Air Discharge 
Permit 

A6972 Bay Area Air 
Quality 

Management 
District 

Expired 9/15/2008 9/15/2008 Was for IC 
engine used for 
DC generator.  

No longer exits. 

 

The primary permit requirements at Metalco involve tabulating the volume and metal/pH content 
of the liquid that gets discharged to the sanitary sewer after processing by the ion-exchanger.  To 
discharge this liquid, the property maintains a California Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) identification number and an EBMUD permit as mentioned above.  The primary condition 
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of the permit is that a sample of the liquid must be collected each November and analyzed for a 
suite of metals.  In addition, the pH is measured during discharge periods by Metalco in order to 
stay in compliance.  Records of the most recent compliance reports and laboratory data sheets are 
included in Appendix A.  The summary of the most recent (2011) inspection conducted by 
ACDEH is also included in Appendix A.  No exceedence of allowable metals concentrations 
were found in the discharge liquid and no violations were noted in the inspection report. 

SITE INSPECTION 

The subject property site inspection was conducted by Mr. Steve Bittman of Stellar 
Environmental on December 11, 2012.  Mr. Bittman was accompanied by Mr. Russ Gates, of 
Metalco, and by Mr. Jim Bohar, the property owners real estate representative.  All of the subject 
property areas were accessible during the site inspection, and records and permit information was 
made available.  See Appendix D for photo-documentation of the site inspection.  A facility site 
plan is also included in Appendix D. 

The 13 anodizing tanks containing the caustic and corrosive liquids are located at the rear of the 
larger shop area.  This area contains various sizes of tanks intended to accommodate aluminum 
parts of different sizes.   This area also contains a washing tank that contains a solution of soap 
and water, and the ion-exchange unit and holding tank.  The tanks all feature secondary 
containment.  The concrete slab floor in the tank area was generally in good condition with some 
small areas adjacent to the tanks that appear to have been affected by acid. A concrete lined 
containment pit is located adjacent to the tanks should a breach or large spill occur.  In general, 
the concrete slab floors in the areas other than the tank room were in good to excellent condition. 

The ion-exchange equipment and holding tank system located by the back wall of the anodizing 
room appeared to be in good condition.  When the holding tank contains sufficient liquid, it 
discharges to a floor trench that then subsequently connects to the sanitary sewer lateral that 
discharges to the sewer beneath 67th Street.  The holding tank and trench were empty at the time 
of the site inspection. 

The room adjacent to the anodizing area contains bulk acids and caustics in proper containers.  
No leaks or spill were noted in this area.  This is the area that formerly contained a natural gas 
fueled internal combustion engine that was used until 2008 to drive a generator that provided the 
DC current to the anodizing cathode.  Metalco formerly maintained an emissions permit with the 
BAAQMD for this equipment.  Since 2008, the DC current has been supplied by rectifiers and 
the BAAMQD permit is no longer needed.  
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The racking area where finished parts are prepped for shipping was inspected for hazardous 
materials storage and signs of leaks or spills.  No such conditions were noted in this area. 

RISK OF CONTAMINATION ASSESSMENT 

The primary risk of potential contamination from the anodizing operations, assuming all permit 
requirements are followed as apparels to be the case to date, is from a “risk of upset” due to a 
large enough earthquake such that caustic and acid spillage from the holding and storage tanks 
could occur. If this was to occur the impact would be unpermitted discharge to the trench and 
sanitary sewer. 

CLOSURE PLAN 

As part of Metalco’s original DTSC permit granted in 1994, the business was required to prepare 
a “Closure Plan” which summarizes the process of facility closure should it occur.  That closure 
plan is included in Appendix C. the closure plan requires the anodizing pretreatment, storage or 
chemical and treatment tanks to all be cleaned and removed to achieve closure.  All tanks  u such 
as the acid neutralizing, desmutter, etching, anodizing and rinse water would need to be removed 
along with any waste or unused chemicals at the time of the closure. The containment pit and in 
exchanger would be required to be drained, rinsed and cleaned.    

Stellar Environmental also left a voice mail message for Mr. Larry Seto of ACDEH, the 
designated case officer for the Metalco facility, enquiring about the compliance status and any 
other concerns he might have about Metalco’s  operations.  Mr.  Seto was not available to 
respond in the time schedule for the completion of this report but the public records do not 
suggest any concern on the part of ACDEH.   

CONCLUSIONS 

The Metalco anodizing shop, located at 1475 67th Street in Emeryville, California, according to 
all available records, is in compliance with local and state regulations that pertain to the activities 
conducted on site.     

Conversations with regulatory agencies, permit inspections, and a site inspection indicate that 
Metalco maintains all of the necessary permits, and is in compliance with the requirements of 
those permits.  Mr. Gates maintains records in an accessible and organized fashion, and the 
general housekeeping in the shop appeared good. 
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In the event that Metalco anodizing shop is to shut down its operations at the 1475 67th Street in 
Emeryville location it is required by the original permit of 1994 to submit a closure plan and 
implement site closure activities to the satisfaction of the reviewing regulatory agency.  

There is some risk of spillage and discharge in the event of a large scale earthquake that could 
result in spillage from overtopping or rupture of tanks containing chemicals.   

We trust this review assists you in evaluating the environmental compliance issues for the 
subject property site.  Please call the undersigned directly at (510) 644-3123 if you have any 
questions regarding this report of findings.   

Sincerely, 

 
 

Steve Bittman 
Senior Geologist/ Environmental Scientist 
 
 
 
 
Richard S. Makdisi, R.G., R.E.A. 
Principal Geochemist/President 
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